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The report of part of Human Rights abuses in Eastern Kurdistan commit-
ted by the Islamic Republic of Iran’s judiciary system and security appara-
tus during the first quarter of 2020

In the first quarter of 2020, Iranian Kurdistan did once again get the lion share of the oppression of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran and the abuse of Human Rights on political, civil society and economic 
areas.
During the first quarter of 2020 only, more than 313 cases of gross Human Rights abuses have been 

committed.
During these 3 months, at least 45 piggy back porters and merchants in border areas have become 

victims of Kurdistan’s economical vulnerability and Islamic Republic’s hostile behavior towards the 
Kurdish people. Sixteen of these 45 people were killed because they were shot directly by Iranian 
armed forces, or were killed by avalanche or froze to death. Also 37 of them were injured because 
of the reasons mentioned above and tens of horses and mules belonging to those merchants were 
killed and goods worth billions of Tomans were confiscated.
During the first quarter of 2020, 37 people killed or injured, while in 2019, the Islamic Republic’s 

armed forces had shot 252 piggy back porters and merchants which resulted in 81 death and 171 
wounded.
On Wednesday, first of January 2020 a young boy, Nader Karimi, from the village of “Sis” outside 

the city of Dewlan in Sine province, wanted to travel to Kurdistan region in Iraq, but he was shot 
dead by IRGC. At the same day, near the river of Sofi Awa, outside the city of Jwanro, the body of a 
boy with name, Hashem Moradi, who was one of the protesters in November last year, was found. 
According the information, after the examination of the body, there were signs of torture on it.
On Thursday, January 9th, 2020, the body of Sardar Aazami, from Shaho outside of Rawansar, 

Kermanshah province, was buried. On November 16th 2019, during the protest period, Sardar who 
lived in Parand in Tehran province disappeared and no one knew what had happened to him. A 
week later the body of Nader Rezaei Abtaf, from Kermashan, after being tortured to death by the 
Iranian security forces, was handed over to his family and he was buried.
During this quarter, 162 ordinary people, political and civil society activists have been arrested by 

the security forces and been accused of being engaged in security disruptive and political activities 
against the Islamic Republic and its interests. Some of them have bailed out awaiting trial and 71 
people have undergone trial and have been convicted to 4 months up to 16 years imprisonment (A 
total of 251 years which is a total of 3012 months). At the same time a Kurdish political prisoner 
who was arrested accused of collaborating with a Kurdish political party struggling against the re-
gime, has been convicted to capital punishment.
The high rate of arrest of political activists during the first quarter of this year and convicting 

them to severe punishment is a continuation of its previous policy which during 2019 resulted in 
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arresting 738 Kurdish political and civil society activists accusing them of being engaged in security 
disruptive and political activities against the Islamic Republic.
During the first 3 months of this year, 8 Kurdish prisoners charged with drug related crimes and 

homicide who were sentenced to death, were executed. The Islamic Republic’s judiciary system 
had executed tens of Kurdish prisoners which “Chaw News”, the website of East Kurdistan Human 
Rights center published the identity of 43 people of them.
During the first quarter of 2020, the explosion of previously employed personnel mines in Kurd-

istan have taken 15 victims of which the Kurdistan Human Rights center has identified 8 people. 
Three of these eight, have been killed and five were wounded, but the exact number is undoubtedly 
higher than what we have mentioned in this report, because the official news agencies refuse to 
broadcast the name of the victims.
Exploding landmines in Kurdistan, in 10 separate occasions, during this season has created 12 

victims. The Iranian Kurdistan Human Rights center has been able to identify 4 them. Considering 
the fact that during the first half of 2019 at least 18 people and during the third quarter 12 people 
in Kurdistan were killed by exploding landmines, the total number of exploding landmines during 
2019 reaches 40 persons killed or injured.
It’s worth mentioning that the exact statistic of exploding landmine’s victims is considered to be 

higher than it is recorded by the Kurdistan Human Rights center. The reason is that the official news 
agencies refuse to report the name of the victims. As a reminder we would like to mention that dur-
ing 2019 dozens of people were victim for exploding land mines from the Iran-Iraq war, of whom 
“Chaw News” could record the identity of 40 persons.
During this season more than 18 Kurdish workers in Kurdistan and other parts of Iran have fallen 

victim for work related accidents of which we have recorded the identity of 10 people. Of these 10 
people, 8 have lost their lives at once. During 2019, the number of Kurdish workers who had been 
killed or injured as a result of work related accidents was dozens of which “Chaw News” was able to 
collect and report the detailed information about 77 of those people.
The statistic of those who committed suicide as a result of the authorities’ negligence during these 

three months was noticeable and high. During the first quarter, at least 65 people have committed 
suicide in Kurdistan and Kurdistan Human Rights center has recorded the identity of 35 people of 
them. Fifteen of these 35 were female and the rest were male. The youngest ones were a boy and a 
girl who were 14 years old and the oldest one was 56 years old. Last year, hundreds of people com-
mitted suicide of which unfortunately 298 people succeeded in taking their lives.
The data and information reported by Iranian Kurdistan Human Rights center, regarding human 

rights abuses in this part of the country, only covers the part which is reported by the official news 
agencies and been confirmed by reliable sources. Our organization believes that the detail and the 
extent of the human rights abuses in Kurdistan committed by Islamic Republic of Iran is much more 
than what it has been reported.

The chart of Human Rights abuses in Kurdistan during the first quarter 
of 2020 is as mentioned bellow:

 ”
“ No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or de-

grading treatment or punishment.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 5)
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More details on piggyback-transporters who 
have died/killed or wounded in the first season of 2020
Row Name and last name Hometown Damage Considerations Date
1 Sediq Khaledi Mahabad Killed By military force’s direct shooting suspect-

ed of carrying smuggled goods in Malakan
2/1/2020

2 Behnam Alizadeh Khoy Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 4/1/2020
3 Khoy Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 4/1/2020
4 Khedr Binawa Sardasht Killed By military forces’ direct shooting had 

been wounded on 26th December and after 
ten days dead

5/1/2020

5 Omid Heydari Naqadeh Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 8/1/2020
6 Shwan Abdollahi Sardasht Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 8/1/2020
7 Majid Mazloumi Chaldoran Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 9/1/2020
8 Mohamad Maraz Chaldoran Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 9/1/2020
9 Ali Naderi Kermanshah Killed By military force’s direct shooting suspect-

ed of carrying smuggled goods in Malakan
13/1/2020

10 Jamal Balaki Mariwan Wounded Has fallen from heights for being chased 
by armed forces

16/1/2020

11 Mazhar Sayedrostami Qasre Shirin Wounded By military force’s direct shooting suspect-
ed of carrying smuggled goods in Malakan

20/1/2020

12 Salar Rahmani Salmas Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 24/1/2020
13 Mahyadin Azizi Sardasht Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 24/1/2020

 ”
“ All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrim-

ination to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal 
protection against any discrimination in violation of this Decla-
ration and against any incitement to such discrimination.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 7)
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14 Asad Piri Piranshahr Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 26/1/2020
15 Ali Hadizadeh Khoy Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 26/1/2020
16 Hoseyn Hadizadeh Khoy Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 26/1/2020
17 Mohamad Izadi Piranshahr Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 30/1/2020
18 Osman Waziri Piranshahr Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 30/1/2020
19 Wali Gundakmala Piranshahr Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 30/1/2020
20 Osman Fotouhi Saqqez Dead Got frostbite to death in Kurdistan's moun-

tains
1/2/2020

21 Mohamad Rahmani Mariwan Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 1/2/2020
22 Fereydoun Baneei Baneh Wounded Has fallen from heights for being chased 

by armed forces
6/2/2020

23 Mohamad Faqihzadeh Piranshahr Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 8/2/2020
24 Nabi Ahmadpanah Piranshahr Wounded Got frostbite in Kurdistan's mountains and 

now he is in the hospital
9/2/2020

25 Peyman Abdi Paweh Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 9/2/2020
26 Ahmad Sahrayi Paweh Killed By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
27 Azim Aminzadeh Nodshe Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020

 ”
“ No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 9)

Sardar Aezami from Rawansar, that was ar-
rested during November, his burnt body was 
delivered to his family on 8th January.

Nader Karimi from Dehgolan, killed by Is-
lamic Republic force’s directly shooting in the 
borders region of Piranshahr.
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28 Shadman Sayedi Jawanroud Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
29 Rasoul Houshi Jawanroud Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
30 Taha Soleymani Jawanroud Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
31 Zahed Nouri Jawanroud Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
32 Jabar Mohamadi Paweh Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
33 Shahed Adak Sawlawa Killed By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
34 Jalal Nouri Jawanroud Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
35 Hoseyn Haqani Piranshahr Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
36 Kamran Qaderi Piranshahr Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 16/2/2020
37 … Arkan Mako Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 17/2/2020
38 Sawlawa Wounded Has fallen from heights for being chased 

by armed forces
22/2/2020

39 Zakarya Moattar Mariwan Wounded Has fallen from heights for being chased 
by armed forces

24/2/2020

40 Wali Khalifeh Piranshahr Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 24/2/2020
41 Ali Mamel Oroumiyeh Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 28/2/2020
42 Mowloud Bashiri Piranshahr Wounded By military force’s direct shooting suspect-

ed of carrying smuggled goods
9/3/2020

43 Mohamad Qaderi Sardasht Wounded By military forces’ direct shooting 12/3/2020
44 Baneh Killed By military forces’ direct shooting 15/3/2020
45 Azad Omari Khoy Dead Got frostbite to death in Kurdistan's moun-

tains
18/3/2020

 ”

“ Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be pre-
sumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a pub-
lic trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his 
defence.  2. No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on 
account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal 
offence, under national or international law, at the time when it 
was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the 
one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was commit-
ted.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 11)
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People who arrested and their verdict is issued in the first quarter of 2020
Row Name and Nickname Home town Career Considerations Date
1 Faramarz Ghafouri Sanandaj Civil 

Activist
Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

1/1/2020

2 Sohrab Janfaza Salmas Civil Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

1/1/2020

3 Aram Fathi Mariwan Poet and 
Writter

Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

3/1/2020

4 Adel Salemfard Oshnowiyeh Civil Convicted to three years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

3/1/2020

5 Abdolwahed 
Alinezhad

Oshnowiyeh Civil Convicted to six years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

3/1/2020

6 Dlshad Faraji Paweh Civil Convicted to 1 year suspended imprison-
ment accused of security activity against 
the Islamic Republic of Iran

3/1/2020

7 Honar (Kabir) 
Hoseyni

Paweh Civil Convicted to 1 year suspended imprison-
ment accused of security activity against 
the Islamic Republic of Iran

3/1/2020

 ”
“ Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this 

right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and 
to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any 
media and regardless of frontiers.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 19)
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8 Habib Rezayi Kermanshah Student Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

3/1/2020

9 Mozaffar 
Waladbeygi

Paweh Journalist Arrested because he did not use “Martyr” 
for Qasem Soleimani in his telegram 
channel

4/1/2020

10 Shaho Khezri Bokan Cultural 
Activist

Convicted to 1 year imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

Has been 
arrested in 
October

11 Houman Feyzi Bokan Cultural 
Activist

Convicted to 4 months imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

Has been 
arrested in 
October

12 Zhaka Esmaeilpour Bokan Cultural 
Activist

Convicted to 3 months imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

Has been 
arrested in 
October

13 Smko Maeroufi Bokan Cultural 
Activist

Convicted to 2 years imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

Has been 
arrested in 
October

14 Mehran Maenawi Oroumiyeh Civil Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

4/1/2020

 ”
“ Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which 

the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully 
realized.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 28)

Siyawash Hayati, political activist and a mem-
ber of leadership of “United Kurd Front” was 
arrested in Kermanshah.

Milad Feyzipour from Mariwan, arrested by 
Islamic Republic’s intelligence and security 
service because of his protesting to the death 
of two brothers that were piggyback-trans-
porters.
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15 Fazel Omari Oroumiyeh Civil Convicted to 2 years imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

4/1/2020

16 Madeh Moradi Sanandaj Civil Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

4/1/2020

17 Qader Majidpour Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

5/1/2020

18 Heybat aminzadeh Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

5/1/2020

19 Arash Nasrkurd Sanandaj Civil Arrested in Waramin city accused of his 
ex-political activity in a Kurdish party

Has been 
arrested in 
December

20 Farhad Majidzadeh Kermanshah Civil Convicted to 1 year imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

6/1/2020

21 Fateh Parwazeh Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

6/1/2020

22 Wafa Badakhsh Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party

6/1/2020

23 Seyran Kharamideh Sanandaj Civil Ac-
tivist

Arrested by intelligence agency service 
for unknown reason

10/1/2020

24 Shahram Kazemyan Oroumiyeh Artist Convicted to 5 years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

6/1/2020

25 Siyawash Hayati Kermanshah Political 
Activist

Arrested accused of organize a protest 
against Islamic Republic in Kermanshah 
University

12/1/2020

26 Pshtiwan Afsar Mariwan Political 
Activist

Convicted to 9 years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

10/1/2020

27 Mobin Moradi Kermanshah Political 
Activist

Convicted to six years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

12/1/2020

28 Tofiq Qalekouyi Sanandaj Civil Arrested by  Islamic Revolutionary Guard 
Corps accused of participation in protest 
against Ukraine airplane shot down

12/1/2020

 ”

“ recognizes the right of all peoples to self-determination, including 
the right to “freely determine their political status”, pursue their 
economic, social and cultural goals, and manage and dispose of 
their own resources. It recognizes a negative right of a people not 
to be deprived of its means of subsistence  and imposes an obliga-
tion on those parties still responsible for non -  self governing and 
trust territories (colonies) to encourage and respect their self-de-
termination .
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 1)
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29 Salah Gharibi Kermanshah Political 
Activist

Arrested accused of organize a protest 
against Islamic Republic in Kermanshah 
University

12/1/2020

30 Nabi Tardast Kermanshah Political 
Activist

Arrested accused of organize a protest 
against Islamic Republic in Kermanshah 
University

12/1/2020

31 Ashkan Walizadeh Kermanshah Political 
Activist

Arrested accused of organize a protest 
against Islamic Republic in Kermanshah 
University

12/1/2020

32 Sirous Abbasi Dehgolan Civil 
Activist

Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

14/1/2020

33 Farideh Weysi Dehgolan Civil 
Activist

Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

14/1/2020

34 Mohamad Khateri Kamyaran Civil Convicted to 9 months imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

14/1/2020

 ”
“ No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or de-

grading treatment or punishment. In particular, no one shall be 
subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific experi-
mentation.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 7)

Pshtiwan Afsar from Mariwan and Mobin 
Moradi from Kermanshah, convicted to in 
order 9 and 6 years imprisonment.

Sirous Abasi and his wife Farideh Weysi two civil activ-
ists in Dehgolan without any legal warrant and accused 
to political activity against Islamic Republic of Iran.
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35 Keywan Mokarrami Oroumiyeh Civil Convicted to 1 year imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

14/1/2020

36 Azad Abbasi Dehgolan Civil 
Activist

Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

14/1/2020

37 Amanj Nikpey Mariwan Civil 
Activist

Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

15/1/2020

38 Moslem Soleymani Sanandaj Student Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

15/1/2020

39 Zanyar Ahmadpour Sanandaj Student Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

15/1/2020

40 Arshad Atabak Sanandaj Student Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

15/1/2020

41 Wrya Faraji Mariwan Civil Convicted to 2 years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

12/1/2020

 ”
“ Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one 

shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention. No one shall be 
deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and in accordance 
with such procedure as are established by law.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 9)

Ali Naderi a businessman from Kermanshah, 
that killed by direct shooting of armed forces.

Loqman Wahid a piggyback-transporters that 
while doing his career lost one his legs and one 
of his hands in mine expolosion.
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42 Yawar Amirkhani Jawanroud Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

Had been 
arrested 
before

43 Yaser Ahmadi Jawanroud Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

Had been 
arrested 
before

44 Meysam Mohama-
dinour

Jawanroud Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

Had been 
arrested 
before

45 Bakhtyar Zareei Jawanroud Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

Had been 
arrested 
before

46 Parwiz Naseri Oroumiyeh Civil Convicted to five years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

12/1/2020

47 Mohamad Sheykh-
kanlou

Khoy Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

13/1/2020

48 Saman Abdolaziz-
zadeh

Kermanshah Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

14/1/2020

49 Arman Wafayi Sanandaj Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

17/1/2020

50 Kambiz Asadi Kamyaran Artist Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

17/1/2020

51 Erfan Mohamadi Sanandaj Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

17/1/2020

52 Hersh Khosrawi Sanandaj Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

17/1/2020

53 Goran Yousefi Sanandaj Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

17/1/2020

54 Chako Qaderi Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

17/1/2020

55 Amirali Majid Ilam Book 
Seller

Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

18/1/2020

56 Sadeq Shami Mehran Civil Convicted to one year imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

18/1/2020

57 Ali Esmaeili Oshnowiyeh Civil Convicted to one year imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

18/1/2020

 ”

“ All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the 
determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights 
and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair 
and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial 
tribunal established by law. Everyone charged with a criminal 
offence shall have the right to be presumed innocent until proved 
guilty according to law.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 14)
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58 Omid Karami Sanandaj Civil Convicted to one year imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

20/1/2020

59 Bryar Kaweh Mariwan Civil Convicted to two years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

22/1/2020

60 Fardin Moradi Sanandaj Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

22/1/2020

61 Sirwan Olniya Bokan Civil Arrested accused of religion activity and 
cooperating with Islamic Groups

22/1/2020

62 Abolfazl Zahed Kermanshah Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

22/1/2020

63 Samei Alizadeh Mahabad Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

22/1/2020

64 Mehdi Esmaeili Shahindezh Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

22/1/2020

65 Dr. Omid Modarresi Mariwan Civil Ac-
tivist

Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

22/1/2020

66 Salman Afra Mariwan Civil Convicted to one year imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

25/1/2020

67 Wahid Fatahi Paweh Journalist Arrested because he did not use “Martyr” 
for Qasem Soleimani in his telegram 
channel

26/1/2020

68 Eskendar Cheraghi Baneh Cultural 
Activist

Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

26/1/2020

69 Dara Rashidi Sardasht Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

26/1/2020

70 Eskandar Lotfi Sanandaj Teacher Convicted to 2  years imprisonment 
accused of spreading lies

27/1/2020

71 Saman Rabani Saqqez Civil Convicted to 3 months imprisonment 
accused of political activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

27/1/2020

72 Heydar Qorbani Kamyaran Political 
Activist

Convicted to 118 years imprisonment 
and death

28/1/2020

73 Naser Mahmoudn-
ezhad

Oroumiyeh Civil Convicted to fifteen years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

28/1/2020

 ”

“ Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience 
and religion. This right shall include freedom to have or to adopt 
a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom, either individually 
or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest 
his religion or belief in worship, observance, practice and teach-
ing.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Articles 18)
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74 Sawen 
Mahmoudyanrad

Sardasht Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

Has been 
arrested 2 
months ago

75 Sardar Uzmoush Turkish 
Kurdistan

Civil Convicted to fifteen years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

28/1/2020

76 Omid Saeidi Oroumiyeh Civil Had been arrested before and convicted 
to five years imprisonment accused of 
being member of an Islamic Republic’s 
opposition Kurdish party

28/1/2020

77 Kamran Qasemi Oroumiyeh Civil Had been arrested before and convicted 
to five years imprisonment accused of 
being member of an Islamic Republic’s 
opposition Kurdish party

28/1/2020

 ”

“ The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized. No restric-
tions may be placed on the exercise of this right other than those 
imposed in conformity with the law and which are necessary in a 
democratic society in the interests of national security or public 
safety, public order (ordre public) ,the protection of public health 
or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights  (Article 21)

Hazhar Mohamadamini from Oshnowiyeh, 
has fallen from heights for being chased by 
armed forces on 19th January.

Mozhgan Kawousi a Kurd of the north of Iran 
resident in Kalardasht, convicted to 76 months 
imprisonment accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party.
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78 Keyhan Rashidi Oroumiyeh Civil Had been arrested before and convicted 
to five years imprisonment accused of 
being member of an Islamic Republic’s 
opposition Kurdish party

28/1/2020

79 Basam Moradi Kamyaran Political 
Activist

Convicted to ten years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

28/1/2020

80 Abdollah Ahmadi Salase Baba-
jani

Civil Convicted to four years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

28/1/2020

81 Mohamadreza 
Ramazanzadeh

Khorasan Teacher Convicted to 13 years imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

29/1/2020

82 Hoseyn Ramazan-
pour

Khorasan Teacher Convicted to 8 years imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

29/1/2020

83 Hamidreza Rajayi Khorasan Teacher Convicted to four years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

29/1/2020

 ”

“ Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with oth-
ers, including the right to form and join trade unions for the pro-
tection of his interests.
No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this right other 
than those which are prescribed by law and which are necessary in 
a democratic society in the interests of national security or public 
safety, public order (ordre public), the protection of public health 
or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 22)

All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any 

Moslem Soleyman, Zanyar Ahmadpour and Arshad Atabak that were student in Kurdistan Univer-
sity, were arrested charged with activity against country’s security.
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84 Mostafa Rabati Khorasan Teacher Convicted to three years and eight 
months imprisonment accused of being 
member of an Islamic Republic’s opposi-
tion Kurdish party

29/1/2020

85 Hasan Jawhari Khorasan Teacher Convicted to three years and eight 
months imprisonment accused of being 
member of an Islamic Republic’s opposi-
tion Kurdish party

29/1/2020

86 Saeid Haqparast Khorasan Teacher Convicted to three years and eight 
months imprisonment accused of being 
member of an Islamic Republic’s opposi-
tion Kurdish party

29/1/2020

87 Ali Foroutan Khorasan Teacher Convicted to three years and eight 
months imprisonment accused of being 
member of an Islamic Republic’s opposi-
tion Kurdish party

29/1/2020

88 PArwin Adwayi Mariwan Civil Ac-
tivist

To endure his 2 years imprisonment sen-
tence that has already been transferred to 
Mariwan prison

30/1/2020

89 Hoseyn Azaryoun Piranshahr Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

30/1/2020

90 Osman Delangiz Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

30/1/2020

91 Sirous Azizi Kermanshah Yarsan Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

31/1/2020

92 Nader Azizi Kermanshah Yarsan Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

31/1/2020

93 Eshaq Rouhi Sanandaj Proletari-
an Activ-
ist

To endure his 1 year imprisonment sen-
tence that has already been transferred to 
prison

2/2/2020

94 Rasoul Serilali Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

...

95 Parwiz Kadiwaryan Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

...

96 Mehdi Abdali Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

...

97 Ali Musa Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

...

98 Milad … Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

...

 ”

“ discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, 
the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all 
persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on 
any ground such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political 
or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or oth-
er status.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 26)
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99 Ehsan … Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

...

100 Zanyar Ahmadi Salase 
Babajani

Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

...

101 … Kadiwaryan Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

...

102 Younes Rahimi Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

...

103 Chya Mohamadi Sanandaj Civil Convicted to six years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

3/2/2020

104 Payam Bedroud Kermanshah Yarsan Convicted to three years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

4/2/2020

105 Amir Goweyli Sanandaj Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

5/2/2020

106 Goran Qorbani Mariwan Natural 
Protector

To endure his 5 years imprisonment sen-
tence that has already been transferred to 
Mariwan prison

6/2/2020

107 Hadi Tanomand Bokan Proletari-
an Activ-
ist

To endure his 3 years and 6 months 
imprisonment sentence that has already 
been transferred to Bokan prison

6/2/2020

108 Amin Sebari Kermanshah Proletari-
an Activ-
ist

To endure his 3 years imprisonment sen-
tence that has already been transferred to 
Kermanshah prison

6/2/2020

109 Mohsen Ahmadza-
deh

Oshnowiyeh Student Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

6/2/2020

110 Osameh Bamdad Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

8/2/2020

111 Hamid Azhdari Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

8/2/2020

112 Foad Wekalati Mako Civil To endure his 1 year imprisonment sen-
tence that has already been transferred to 
khoy prison

8/2/2020

113 Amir Moheb Oroumiyeh Civil Arrested accused of carrying Kurdistan 
flag

8/2/2020

114 Abdolkhaleq 
Khayali

Baneh Civil Had been arrested before Had been 
arrested 
before

 ”

“ In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities 
exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the 
right, in community with the other members of their group, to en-
joy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, 
or to use their own language.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 27)
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115 Sohbatollah Omidi Kermanshah Civil Convicted to five years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

10/2/2020

116 Mehdi Abdali Kermanshah Civil Convicted to one year imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

10/2/2020

117 Khalil Asadi 
Bouzhani

Kermanshah Civil Convicted to three years and six months 
imprisonment accused of being mem-
ber of an Islamic Republic’s opposition 
Kurdish party

10/2/2020

118 Khaled Babakhani Kermanshah Civil Arrested accused of security activity 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran

11/2/2020

119 Azad Azizi Oroumiyeh Civil Convicted to 1 year imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

11/2/2020

120 Ebrahim Mohamadi Sanandaj Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

12/2/2020

121 Shademan 
Banibashar

Sanandaj Natural 
Protector

Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

13/2/2020

122 Hamed Sheykhi Saqqez Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

14/2/2020

123 Nabi Mollaweyseh Saqqez Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

14/2/2020

 ”
“ The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure 

the equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all civil 
and political rights set forth in the present Covenant.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 3)

Obeyd Aziznezhad from Kermanshah, con-
victed to 6 months imprisonment by Revolu-
tionary judge accused of being member of an 
opposition Kurdish party.  

Seywan Sharifi son Khaled and from Baneh, 
killed by armed forces’ direct shooting in 
Kurdistan border regions on 17th March.
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124 Ayoub Khani Saqqez Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

14/2/2020

125 Wali Nasri Sanandaj Civil To endure his 6  years imprisonment sen-
tence that has already been transferred to 
Sanandaj prison

15/2/2020

126 Wahab Alizadeh Oshnowiyeh Civil To endure his 3 years imprisonment sen-
tence that has already been transferred to 
Oshnoviyeh prison

16/2/2020

127 Sirwan Ebrahimi Kamyaran Civil 
Activist

Convicted to three years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

17/2/2020

128 Khosrow Zarestan Oshnowiyeh Civil Convicted to 16 years imprisonment 
accused of spying for the other countries

17/2/2020

129 Farhad Moradi Diwandareh Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

18/2/2020

130 Milad Kalwandi Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

Had been 
arrested 
before

131 Hamid Forouzesh Kermanshah Civil It has been known that arrested in No-
vember protests

Had been 
arrested 
before

 ”
“ Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall 

be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his 
life.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 6)

Mohamad Qaderi a piggyback-transporters 
from Sardasht, wounded by armed forces’ 
direct shooting on 12th March.

Azad Omari a 22 year-old piggyback-trans-
porter from Khoy, got frostbite to death in 
Kurdistan’s mountains on 28th March. 
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132 Foad Enayati Sanandaj Civil Convicted to 10 months imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

19/2/2020

133 Abdollah Sadeqi Sarpole 
Zahab

Civil 
Activist

Arrested accused of mission for elections 
sanction

21/2/2020

134 Pouya Parwaneh Oshnowiyeh 18 years Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

23/2/2020

135 Sirwan Mohamadi Oroumiyeh Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

23/2/2020

136 Hoseyn Samadi Kermanshah Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

26/2/2020

137 Amin Kaseb Kermanshah Civil Convicted to 2 years imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

27/2/2020

138 Mostafa Saberi Piranshahr Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

1/3/2020

139 Ahmad Saberi Piranshahr Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

1/3/2020

140 Abdollah 
Hasanzadeh

Piranshahr Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

1/3/2020

141 Mohamad 
Ebrahimzadeh

Piranshahr Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

1/3/2020

142 Salam Bazargani Piranshahr Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

1/3/2020

 ”
“ All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with human-

ity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 10)

Shahram Kazemyan son of Fars 42 year-old, 
convicted to 5 years suspected imprisonment 
accused of cooperating with an opposition 
Kurdish party by Revolutionary Court Branch 
2 in Oroumiyeh presided by judge Sheykh-
kanlou. This sentence announced to him in 
Oroumiyeh Central Prison on 10th March.

Azad Azizi son of Omar, convicted to 1 year 
suspected imprisonment charged with being 
member of an opposition Kurdish party.
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143 Mohamad Rasoul 
Elyasi

Naqadeh Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

1/3/2020

144 Dler Khosrawi Sanandaj Natural 
Protector

Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

1/3/2020

145 Obeyd Aziznezhad Kermanshah Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

1/3/2020

146 Sirwan Rahimi Dehgolan Civil Ac-
tivist

Convicted to thirteen months impris-
onment accused of being member of an 
Islamic Republic’s opposition Kurdish 
party

1/3/2020

147 Mozhgan Kawousi Kalardasht Cultural 
Activist

Convicted to 76 months imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

1/3/2020

148 Fardin Karimi Sanandaj Civil Convicted to 3 months and a day im-
prisonment accused of security activity 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran

16/3/2020

149 Afshin 
Sheykholeslami

Sanandaj Civil Convicted to 3 months and a day im-
prisonment accused of security activity 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran

16/3/2020

150 Jabar Doudkanlou Khoy Student Convicted to one year imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

16/3/2020

151 Armin Asparlous Sanandaj Civil Convicted to 3 months and a day im-
prisonment accused of security activity 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran

16/3/2020

152 Iraj Rahimzadeh Mariwan Civil Convicted to 3 months and a day im-
prisonment accused of security activity 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran

16/3/2020

 ”

“
Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, col-
our, sex, language, religion, national or social origin, property 
or birth, the right to such measures of protection as are required 
by his status as a minor, on the part of his family, society and the 
State.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 24)

Iraj Rahimzadeh, Fardin Karimi, Armin Asparlous, Arman Wafayi and Afshin Sheykholislami each 
one convicted to 3 months and a day imprisonment in the Revolutionary Court Branch Sanandaj 
presided by judge Saeidi.  
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153 Soheyla Hejab Kermanshah Lawyer Convicted to 18 months and a day im-
prisonment accused of security activity 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran

18/3/2020

154 Shaker Behrouzi Oroumiyeh Civil Convicted to five years imprisonment 
accused of being member of an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

His sentence 
was conveyed 
in Noruz

155 Pourya Ahmadi Sanandaj Civil Convicted to 3 months and a day impris-
onment accused of propaganda against 
the Islamic Republic of Iran

His sentence 
was conveyed 
in Noruz

156 Rashid Naserzadeh Oshnowiyeh Civil Convicted to 6 years imprisonment 
accused of security activity against the 
Islamic Republic of Iran

His sentence 
was conveyed 
in Noruz

157 Esmaeil Mansouri Kermanshah Civil Convicted to 3 months imprisonment 
accused of participating with an Islamic 
Republic’s opposition Kurdish party

His sentence 
was conveyed 
in Noruz

158 Reza Osmani Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

His sentence 
was conveyed 
in Noruz

159 Mansour Habibi Oroumiyeh Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

His sentence 
was conveyed 
in Noruz

160 Mohamad Obeydi Mariwan Civil Arrested accused of “security activity” 
against the Regime

His sentence 
was conveyed 
in Noruz

161 Rahim Hasan 
Mahali

Piranshahr Civil Convicted to 4 years imprisonment ac-
cused of spying for the other countries

31/3/2020

162 Mohamad Razeq 
Qezelbash

Oroumiyeh Civil Arrested accused of being member of a 
Kurdish party

28/3/2020
Specified

Zakarya Moattari a young piggyback-transporter 
from Mariwan, wounded seriously because of fall-
ing from heights for being chased by armed forces.          

Parisa Seyfi from Sanandaj a political prison-
er had hunger strike protesting to opposition 
with their leave during Corona virus.

 ”
“ Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which 

the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully 
realized.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 28)
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The victims of mine explosions in the first quarter of 2020
Row Name and Nickname  Home town Occupation Damage Considerations Date
1 Ali Maleki Kermanshah Civil Killed Lost his life in a shell explosion 9/1/2020
2 Arman Maleki Kermanshah Civil Killed Lost his life in a shell explosion 9/1/2020
3 Hojjat … Mehran Civil Wounded Wounded seriously in a mine 

explosion
18/1/2020

4 Payam Rostami Qasre Shirin 12 years Killed He was a shepherd and lost his 
life in a mine explosion

22/2/2020

5 Keywan Aezami Sarpole 
Zahab

37 years Killed Lost his life in a shell explosion 15/3/2020

6 Mazyar Ostouki Miyandoab Soldier Wounded Lost his two legs in a mine 
explosion in Saqqez

30/3/2020

7 Jawad Mehdizadeh Oshnowiyeh Soldier Wounded Lost one of his hands in a mine 
explosion in Saqqez

30/3/2020

8 Mohsen Maleki Saqqez Soldier Wounded Wounded seriously in a mine 
explosion in Saqqez

30/3/2020

 ”
“ Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this 

right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and 
to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any 
media and regardless of frontiers.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 19)
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People who have ended their lives in the first season of 2020
Row Name and Last name Home town Age Considerations Date
1 Zhila Rasouli Saqqez 26 years

herself to death due to family struggle
2/1/2020

2 Dlshad Pourabdollahi Bokan 25 years She was the mother of two children and 
ended her life because of problem with her 
husband

5/1/2020

3 Zeynab Ehsani Ilam 32 years Ended her life by taking rice pill due to 
family struggle

7/1/2020

4 Erfan Fatehi Kamyaran … Hanged himself for unknown reason 7/1/2020
5 Rebwar Mollayi Sanandaj 15 years Hanged himself due to his family’s poverty 9/1/2020
6 Najmadin Ahmadpour Oshnowiyeh 23 years He was a worker in Erbil and for unknown 

reason ended his life
10/1/2020

7 Mohamad Qaderi Sardasht 40 years Hanged himself due to family problem 11/1/2020
8 Khaled Moradi Kamyaran 50 years Suffocated himself with gas for unknown 

reason
13/1/2020

9 Afrouz Minayi Bokan 15 years Hanged herself to death due to struggle with 
her family

16/1/2020

10 Samad Mohamadnezhad Saqqez … Hanged himself for unknown reason 17/1/2020
11 Sabah Latifnezhad Saqqez … Hanged himself for unknown reason 17/1/2020
12 Jawad Dehqan Oroumiyeh … Hanged himself for unknown reason 20/1/2020
13 Ahmad Mirahmadi Ilam 23 years Ended his life by taking rice pill due to 

family struggle
22/1/2020

 ”
“ Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which 

the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully 
realized.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 28)
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14 Abdollah Khezrpour Mahabad … Hanged himself for unknown reason 23/1/2020
15 Seyran Ahmadzadeh Sardasht … She was pregnant and due to family problem 

hanged herself to death
23/1/2020

16 Zahra Akbari Kermanshah 30 years Ended her life by taking rice pill due to 
family struggle

23/1/2020

17 Wahid Hoseyni Oroumiyeh … Hanged himself because of family problem 23/1/2020
18 Nader Mawani Oroumiyeh … Hanged himself for unknown reason 24/1/2020
19 Ayesheh Jahid Oroumiyeh 31 years She was the mother of two children and 

burned herself to death due to family struggle
11/2/2020

20 Reza Omidi Yarijani Kermanshah 22 years Ended his life due to had convicted to four 
years imprisonment accuse of participation 
in protest

23/2/2020

21 Mahsa Walizadeh Jawanroud 14 years Hanged herself for unknown reason 23/2/2020
22 Ali Safari Kermanshah 14 years Hanged himself due to family problem 24/2/2020
23 Sarina Weysmoradi Jawanroud 14 years She was Mahsa Walizadeh’s classmate and 

Hanged herself for unknown reason
25/2/2020

24 Farid Mokhtari Rawansar 40 years He was father of one child and hanged him-
self due to poverty

4/3/2020

25 Abdolqader Cheraq Piranshahr … Hanged himself for unknown reason 8/3/2020
26 Marziyeh Rezayi Qasre Shirin 24 years Ended her life because of family problem 9/3/2020
27 Mohamad Nasiri Sanandaj … Hanged himself due to poverty 9/3/2020
28 Diyar Chapani Oroumiyeh 16 years Hanged himself due to poverty 9/3/2020
29 Shiwa Basati Ilam 20 years Ended her life by taking rice pill due to 

family struggle
10/3/2020

30 Melina Talayi Oshnowiyeh 14 years Ended her life due to struggle with her 
husband

19/3/2020

31 Bizhan Ahmadiniya Kamyaran 29 years Hanged himself for unknown reason 21/3/2020
32 Zahra Ahmadi Jawanroud … Hanged herself due to struggle with her 

husband
23/3/2020

33 Fatah Dashti Naqadeh 56 years Hanged himself due to poverty 24/3/2020
34 Khadijeh Ebrahim Ilam … Burned herself to death due to family 

struggle
25/3/2020

35 Kermanshah 28 years Hanged himself due to poverty 26/3/2020

 ”

“ All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the 
determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights 
and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair 
and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial 
tribunal established by law. Everyone charged with a criminal 
offence shall have the right to be presumed innocent until proved 
guilty according to law.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 14)
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The workers who have taken accident 
at workplace in the first three months of 2020
Row Name and last name Place Damage type Considerations Date
1 Jamshid Izadi Mariwan Dead Has fallen from height in Erbil 14/1/2020

2 Shahram Ahmadpour Saqqez Dead Has fallen from height 18/1/2020

3 Hoseyn Mahmoudi Piranshahr Wounded Has fallen from height 22/1/2020

4 Bahman Hasouyan Salmas Dead Because of the rubble walls of the house 23/1/2020

5 Masoud son of Razaq Salmas Wounded Because of the rubble walls of the 
house

23/1/2020

6 Siba Aliramayi Sawlawa Dead Has fallen from height in Amol 29/1/2020

7 Khaled Rahimnezhad Baneh Dead Lost his life due to electric shock 3/3/2020

8 Masoud Mohamadi Sardasht Dead Lost his life due to electric shock 6/3/2020

9 Khoy Dead Has fallen from height in Erbil 17/3/2020

10 Mohamad Qaderi Naqadeh Dead Lost his life in a car accident while 
he was working

25/3/2020

Khaled Rahimzadeh a 32 
year-old construction worker 
from Baneh, dead by elec-
tricity shock while he was 
working.

 ”
“ Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall 

be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his 
life.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 6)
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